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Hope  ◆  Poverty  ◆  Family  ◆  Money  ◆  Bereavement    
Freedom  ◆  Growth  ◆  Unemployment    

Diversity  ◆  Culture  ◆  Religion   ◆  Ethnicity   
  Representation  ◆  Respect  ◆  Euthanasia     

  Science  ◆  Crime  ◆  Society  ◆  Youth  ◆ Travel    

    Discrimination  ◆ Aspiration  ◆  Gender     
Drugs  ◆  Spin  ◆  Sex  ◆  Immigration  ◆  Asylum  

   Media  ◆  Environment  ◆ Abuse  ◆  Peace     
Slavery  ◆  Reconciliation  ◆  Interfaith  ◆  Justice    

War  ◆  Dignity  ◆  Direction  ◆  Addiction     
Multiculturalism  ◆  Climate change     



Welcome



The fact that you have this small book in your hands means that you are at least curious enough to pick it up.  
It probably also means that you’re asking some important questions about where your life may be going.  
Another way of phrasing these questions is ‘What is God asking of me? What does God want me to do?’   

The way in which God calls each of us to grow to the full stature of our humanity in a way which leads  
to happiness and fu lf ilment is what we call our VOCATION. 

For most people this is in some form of committed relationship and in the Christian tradition this is  
normally within marriage. Experience shows that this is not the only way and that God calls  

some people to follow him in the religious life and sometimes as priests as well.

For 800 years the Carmelite friars have been amongst those religious orders of the Roman Catholic  
Church who have responded to this call. Across the centuries Carmelite life has provided a  

valid response to the needs of an ever-changing world. The world in which the  
Carmelite Order was born has changed massively over the centuries but the  
challenges and opportunities open to us today are not so different from the  

past. Carmel is a response both to God’s call and to the contemporary  
challenges of our world. Could it be your response?





Questions for Reflection
Where Do You Find Hope in Life?  

Do You Feel Your Voice is Heard in the Church?

What are the Challenges Facing the World Today?

Carmel: Where Prayer becomes Life and Life Flourishes in Prayer  Pope John Paul II



Looking back at my journey I can see with  
a smile that so far the road has been far  
from straightforward. Carmel to me  is  
something much wider than a particular  
religious family in the Church or a  
def      spirituality within the Christian 
tradition. Certainly these are elements  
 
 

but it is, I think, much more about a  
way of seeing and understanding, a way  
of being human. So my journey to  
Carmel isn’t about how I came to join 
the Carmelite Friars, but something  
real and ongoing which is still changing  
and challenging me. 

Tony Lester comes from Lancashire. As well as working in a Carmelite  
parish he has been a youth worker, retreat-giver, prior of a community of 
friars, university chaplain, and prior provincial (senior brother) of the 
Carmelites in Britain. He has a particular interest in outreach work to 
those at the edges who feel excluded from the ‘mainstream’ of the church. 

A Brother’s Story: My Journey to Carmel

inable



I used to enjoy hill walking and rock climbing.  
The Carmelite Saint John of the Cross uses  
the ascent of a mountain as a symbol of  
our journey in life and I f ind this helpful.  
There are all kinds of parallels that we  
can draw: times when the going is easy,  
times when it is hard; times we are in 
good company and times when our  
particular route may involve solitude and 
loneliness; times when we are sure of  
the path and times when we are lost in the  
mist. All of these and more have been  
true for me as a Carmelite.

The heart of a friar’s vocation is to be close  
to people. A part of the gift that we bring  
is that we are contemplatives. Carmel  
invites us to contemplate God’s presence 
in prayer and in the realities of life. We  
f  ind God present in the people we serve –  
discovering this is part of the Carmelite journey.  
Carmel invites us to unlearn many of the  
religious certainties we grow up with and  
to f ind  a different way of seeing 
which enables us to contemplate the  
Living God in each individual we encounter.  
 
 
 

The Carmelite Blessed John Soreth tells us:  
It is from Christ himself that you will learn how 
to love him. Together with the people we 
serve we are the Body of Christ called to  
become more so each day. This involves  
an ongoing journey of conversion and  
purif ication through the loving action of  
God whose purpose is to set us free 
to love and to be really ourselves. It 
is not about being perfect but about  
growing, and more about being able to live with  
hard  questions  than  having  all  the  answers.

The journey of becoming Carmelite then is not  
about learning facts but rather a constant  
process of discovery of who God is and who  
I am through a life of prayer and service  
lived in community with brothers who are  
sharing the same journey. Carmelite  
community  is  wider  than  just  the  particular
group of friars who live in one place; this 
wider community of brothers, friends  
and the people we serve inspires and  
challenges me and through them,  
I believe, God is at work in my life with joy.  
The journey to Carmel continues. 



By 1207 a small group of men in Palestine abandoned  
warfare as a solution to conf lict and came to live  
together on Mount Carmel in response to a fractured  
world.  A bishop gave them a Rule of Life.

The Rule says: live in allegiance to Jesus Christ; be  
hermit brothers; ponder the Word of God; live the  
parable of community; discern together God’s dream  
for your future.

The war pushed them to the  margins of their  
chosen  home.

The war forced them to leave Mount Carmel and  
come to Europe as strangers.

There they shared life with those at the margins.

Hearing the story of the people enabled them  
to understand  their  own  journey.

By 1247 the proper response was clear: move  
to the cities, be where the people are, be close  
to  those  at  the  margins.

The carmelites: 40 Years in the Womb



Questions for Reflection
What are the conflicts in your Life?

Do you feel safe or threatened at the margins of Life?

What has been your story this far in Life?

One who is never Tried Acquires little Virtue  Blessed Frances d’Amboise



As a Carmelite I have learned to love the Bible 
and to appreciate it as the Word of God. The 
lives of the very f irst Carmelites on Mount  
Carmel were shaped by their listening to 
God’s Word. Throughout the 800 years of the  
Order’s existence the Bible has been the staple  
 
 
 

food of all Carmelites. In the pages of Scripture 
Carmelites have sensed a call to enter into a 
deep relationship of friendship with God. The 
Order’s many saints are good guides to the way 
that God speaks to the human heart. God is 
never completely predictable. 

Joseph Chalmers studied as a lawyer before hearing God’s call for 
him to become a friar. After a succession of different posts in Britain 
he was elected as Prior General of the Carmelites, that is the senior  
brother of the whole Order, based in Rome. A Glaswegian, Joe is a passionate  
supporter of Celtic football club.

A Brother’s Story: How Carmel Helps My Search for God



That is why we can talk about searching for 
God even though God is in fact very close  
to us. We have got to tune into God’s  
wavelength and the Carmelite way has always 
helped me to do that. It speaks about prayer  
as a deepening relationship with God 
and this relationship develops through 
all the ups and downs of life. The  
Carmelite saints encourage me to go  
on searching even when times are a little  
bit diff icult because God is never far away.

The different religious orders represent  
different approaches to the mystery of God 
and different ways of responding to what God  
is asking of us. I f  ind in Carmel – its history, 
its spirituality, its sense of family, and its saints 
– wonderful ways to keep me searching for 
God who calls me both “beloved child” and  
“beloved friend”.

An extract from Father Joseph’s book 
‘In Allegience to Jesus Christ’

Religious community is a human reality and there-
fore is flawed but it is the ambient in which we have 
been called to respond to God’s gratuitous love for us. 
It is the privileged place where we can grow as human  
beings, as Christians and as religious.

Let us accept one another with all our faults, strive to 
love one another as Christ has loved us and value one 
another as brothers and co-heirs of God’s Kingdom.  
Of course we will fail from time to time to live up to 
our high ideals but that is no reason to let go of these 
ideals and settle for an unhappy mediocrity.

Christ has promised to be with us and we can depend 
on that promise. If we allow him, he will love our 
brothers through us. If our experience of community 
has not been good, why not try to follow the principle 
of our brother, St. John of the Cross who said, “Where 
there is no love, put love and you will find love.”

If there is love within a community, all obstacles can 
be overcome. Life will not be perfect but we will know 
that we are accepted for who we are which will give us 
the confidence to go out to others and share that love 
with them.

Our community lives will bear witness to the truth of 
the Gospel that Christ has broken down the barriers 
which separated people from one another and that his 
love can heal.







Prayer - Community - Service

The Carmelites brought their parable of community into the cities.

Living as brothers of the people where they settled, the people welcomed and supported them.

Carmel became a place where relationships are formed; strangers become brothers and sisters.

The brothers bring a new model of being community: responsibility rests with the group;  
leadership is an act of service; simplicity of life is valued.

From being a mountain-top solitude Carmel has become a place in the heart.

Carmelite community provides a space where people can encounter God.



Questions for Reflection
Have You Ever Been Inspired by Community?

What relationships have Really Mattered to You?

Have You Encountered God by Yourself or with other People?

All Things Are Passing. God Never Changes.  Saint Teresa of Jesus



I was enthusiastic … full of a sense of  
possibility. What happened in the midst of  
uncertainty and searching was unexpected.  
Deep within I felt touched. My heart was stirred 
and alive. I was free, opened up and f  illed. I felt 
unsure, disturbed and out of my depth. God  
 
 
 

had reached out from the very core of who 
I am, inspiring in me a desire to accept a  
wonderful friendship that I cannot live without. 
I had many questions, yet felt called to entrust 
myself to God. Then, as now, I struggled with 
the tension of sin and holiness.

During his time as a Carmelite Brendan Grady has lived in a number of  
communities and served in a variety of ministries from priest in inner-city 
London to vocations director and then novice director for the province. 
Work he did to enable renewal in Lay Carmel still bears fruit. He is presently 
chaplain to the Shrine in Faversham and engaged in further study.

A Brother’s Story: My Journey to Carmel



What lay ahead proved to be a journey of  
exploration and discovery. I met Carmelites.  
They were far from remote and 
seemed in touch, each with a unique  
personality – usually very normal, sometimes  
idiosyncratic! Carmelites seemed committed  
to God … dedicated and happy. A resonance  
drew me to walk with them as the 
rhythm of prayer, community and ref lecting  
deeply on how God works in the  
ordinariness of people’s lives began to give 
shape to what I had experienced as faint hints.

I believe that God’s vision is made possible 
when people experience God’s mercy and  
allow compassion to reign. I have worked in 
parish, formation and retreat ministry. The  
affective language of Carmel continues to 
speak to me. But it is living in community 
with real live Carmelites, seeing from different  
perspectives, sharing common concerns,  
anxieties and successes, accepting and  
learning to accept, and accompanying  
people in ministry, that what began for me as  
a budding love affair with God has become  
a relationship of trusting friendship.

 
 

Often I feel tremendous commitment.  
Sometimes I experience periods of deep  
wondering and not-knowing and challenge. 
Being a Carmelite helps me to allow myself 
to accept acceptance from the God who is  
constantly faithful. Simply by being authentic  
pilgrims, God seems to be able to work 
through us. If mercy is the willingness to  
enter the chaos of another’s life, those who 
truly walk consciously with God will be  
attuned to their true centre, becoming a life 
through which the compassion of God is  
communicated.

The symbolic language of Carmel offers me 
a developing understanding, a context and a 
huge challenge. Beyond concepts and ideals, 
Carmelites and those we seek to serve have 
shown me how to love the One who loved 
me f irst in concrete and present moments.  
I haven’t found a f inal answer. My searching 
has unveiled a deeper focus, a different kind  
of energy and a life-long purpose. I am  
still in process of change. The end remains  
unknown.



What to Do without A Founder

Communities and families f ind identity with reference to their origins.

Other religious orders have a founder who gives the inspiration.

Carmel has no Francis, Benedict or Ignatius.

Our beginnings are with a band of brothers and a dream.

The way forward has to be found together.

Who can inspire then?

Elijah – prophet of Carmel.

Mary – mother of the Lord.

Elijah becomes father and Mary sister.



Questions for Reflection
Who Inspires You?

What is Your Dream?

Could You be a Brother to All?

I am Full of Zeal for the Lord God of Hosts  The prophet Elijah



When I became a Carmelite I never expected 
to be working abroad, in this case in Rome, 
and in an administrative capacity as Bursar  
General of the Order. We are twelve 
in all in our Curia house from Spain,  
England, Malta, Germany, the Czech Republic,  
Peru, Indonesia, Democratic Republic of  
 
 

Congo, Ireland and of course,  from the  
host-country, Italy. Living in  an  international 
community brings its challenges, but also its  
rewards. It is an informative and enriching 
experience to hear and see how the Carmelite  
way of life is understood by a variety  
of nations and cultures.

Kevin Alban joined the Carmelites following a career in Language Teaching. 
He belongs to the British Province but currently serves on the  
General Council of the Order based in Rome where his gift for languages 
has great scope. He has a particular interest in history, having completed  
a doctorate on the role the Carmelites played in Medieval England.

A Brother’s Story: My Life makes a Difference in the World



When put down on paper my job looks quite 
straightforward: “The Bursar shall exercise  
his off ice in the service of the brethren, with  
attentive concern for all their needs, as the  
administrator of goods belonging to all,  
in a way that will help them observe their 
vow of poverty.” (Carmelite Constitutions).  

Most jobs in reality are much more than a  
written description and I f ind myself  
dealing with a large volume of requests for help  
and with the dissemination of news and  
information across the whole Order. This is  
the key value for me in the work that I do.  
The f low of information from one province to  
another can open avenues and possibilities 
that were not known or understood previously.  
Certainly the speed and ease of communication 
today makes this task much easier.

There is another dimension to communication  
which goes beyond the exchange of  
information. When Carmelites in one part 
of the world can f ind out what is happening  
in another province, it is not simply a  
question of an expansion in knowledge at a 
factual level. As Carmelites, we are called to  
be community and to make community  
and the swapping of news and views is a  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
practical way of strengthening the sense of  
being part of the community of the whole 
Order. To see how another group of people 
embodies and lives out the essential spirit  
of the Order is to broaden the horizons  
of one’s own culture. It is not simply  
a case of becoming more tolerant of  
diversity, but actually embracing it and  
incorporating it into daily life.

My work facilitates the Carmelite projects 
happening around the world that help people 
live happier lives. Even though I sit behind  
a desk I know that my support helps  
people and missions across the globe. 

I hope that being a part of the Curia  
community and its work contributes  
something to the life and growth of the  
Order. And I hope that living and working  
internationally makes a difference - most  
of all to me.



◆  opens us to God’s presence And Action     
    in our Lives  

◆  Enables us to Read reality in the Light        
    of god’s Dream for Humanity

◆  Allows us to See with the Eyes of God   
    and Love All with the Heart of God

◆  Heal   Relationships:  We Discover All       
    men and Women as Our Brothers  
    and Sisters

◆  Makes us Prophets of God’s reign in  
    our World

◆  Pondering God’s Word is a Prophetic 
    Response to a Fractured World

Lectio Divina   
Pondering the Word Day and Night ...



Questions for Reflection
How do You Know what God is Asking of You?

Can You Be Good news for other People?

Are you Able to Listen to Others?

God is indeed truth, holiness and moral perfection, but also beauty  Blessed Elizabeth of the Trinity



As a Carmelite, prayer is at the heart of my life, as 
I try to live following Jesus. I am part of a praying 
community that lives among the people, so if I say 
I love God it will only be real if I love the people 
around me. I believe that I have been called into 
being by God, a God who leads me into an ever 
deeper relationship. My life is a gift, a gift that has 
unlimited possibilities as I allow God freedom in 
my life. If that is how and who I am, I realize that 
all human beings are precious and like me have 
this amazing potential to relate to their creator God 
and flourish. Also scripture tells me that all human 
beings are created in the image of God and that is 
the source of our dignity. So as I work with people, 

as I minister as a friar, I am constantly encountering 
the face of God in each and every person I meet. For 
many years I was involved in work with young people 
either in retreats, university chaplaincy or teaching. 
Being alongside young people was a challenge, as 
you encountered honesty, openness and a desire to 
make the most of their lives. However the business 
of life and the competing messages the young receive 
made it important to have something to say that 
touched their hearts, something they could accept as 
real. This meant I had to relate to God more deeply 
and find a way of sharing my relationship with God 
and recognizing  the divine in the life of that student 
or the young person searching for meaning.  

Wilfrid McGreal is a well-known broadcaster and writer on religious 
and social affairs. Very involved in ecumenical and interfaith dialogue,  
he has spent much of his Carmelite life in Kent where he has been prior of the  
Friars at Aylesford, one of the ancient houses of the Order. He is  
currently prior and parish priest of nearby Faversham where the friars  
care for the Shrine of St. Jude. He is  Governor of a  City academy in  London.

A Brother’s Story: Ministry Helps Me Discover God

As a Carmelite, prayer is at the heart of my 
life, as I try to live following Jesus. I am part 
of a praying community that lives among the 
people, so if I say I love God it will only be real 
if I love the people around me. I believe that 
I have been called into being by God, a God  
 
 
 

who leads me into an ever deeper relationship.  
My life is a gift, a gift that has unlimited  
possibilities as I allow God freedom in my life. 
If that is how and who I am, I realise  
that all human beings are precious and like  
me  have  this  amazing  potential  to  relate   to



their creator God and f lourish. Also 
scripture tells me that all of us human  
beings are created in the image of our God  
and that this is the source of our dignity.  

So as I work with people, as I minister as a friar, 
I am constantly encountering the face of God in 
each and every person I meet. For many years I 
was involved in work with young people either 
in retreats, university chaplaincy or teaching. 

Being alongside young people was a challenge, 
as you encountered honesty, openness and  
a desire to make the most of their lives.  
However the business of life and the  
competing messages the young receive made 
it important to have something to say that 
touched their hearts, something they could  
accept as real. This meant I had to relate to  
God more deeply and f ind a way of sharing my 
relationship with God and recognising  the  
divine in the life of that student or the young  
person searching for meaning. Other  
people can be so obviously the face of God 
in the way they are and what they do: a  
mother caring for children with a strong  
nurturing presence; someone who is terminally  
ill and yet is ready to share care and love  
with you when you come to minister to them. 
 

Those encounters with people who have let 
God shape their lives and who even in old age 
are fresh, new, humorous and still creative – 
these are life enhancing, life giving people.  
 
At other times I have encountered folk who 
have suffered domestic violence or other forms 
of cruelty and injustice, yet they can forgive 
and forget. If there is anyone I have met who 
stands for the forgiveness of God it’s Gordon 
Wilson who came to preach reconciliation  
at Aylesford. Gordon lost his daughter in the 
IRA bombing at Enniskillen, his response 
in honouring his daughter’s memory was to 
give his life and energy in the work for peace. 
He wanted to preach the Gospel by living the  
spirit of healing.

Finally perhaps what is important is to trust 
that nobody and no situation is “godless”,  
everyone and all human situations bear God’s 
imprint. By faith and prayer I know I am 
called to work with the loving God and to let  
everyone, wherever, be a showing of God. The 
surface of violence, hatred or indifference needs  
opening to let the Spirit have freedom to  
enter and create something new. As a Carmelite  
I am part of that new freedom enabling the  
loving  God  to  be  at  the  centre  of  life.



Carmel - Where Prayer Becomes Service

◆  What we do is not set in Stone - It is always a Response to the Needs of the Time  
 
◆  Who we are called to be are Contemplatives who Serve   

◆  In carmel Contemplation  is Never Self-centred  Indulgence

◆  Contemplation is God’s free Gift

◆  Encountering God in Silence Opens us to God’s presence in those Around us

◆  Encountering God in Others Awakens us to God’s presence

◆  Encountering God in Service Leads to Prayer

◆  Carmelites are where the People are - Forming Relationships which Build Community

◆  Reading the Signs of the Times in the Light of God’s Word informs our Words and Actions
    in: Parishes - Retreat Ministry - Counselling - Pilgrimage  - Teaching - Publishing -  
    Outreach Ministries - University, Prison and Hospital Chaplaincy 



Questions for Reflection
What Gifts has God Given You?

Are you Willing to Allow Change?

What are the Signs of the  Times in Today’s Society?

It  is from  Carmel  that  the  brothers  must  climb  to  Christ  the  mountain  Nicholas the Frenchman



“It is good for us to be here”. The words  
spoken by Peter at the Transf iguration seem to 
best sum up my Carmelite life. They are words 
spoken at a time of wonder, of questioning, of 
fear. They were words which say that, despite  
 
 
 
 

all that is going on around him, Peter knew he  
was in the presence of something  
extraordinary and wanted the moment to last.
Carmelite life is in many ways an invitation to 
say with Peter, “It is good for us to be here”. 

Since joining the Carmelites Kevin Melody has studied at the Missionary  
Institute in London and at Heythrop College where he completed an M.A. in 
spirituality. Since solemn profession and ordination he has been a member 
of the Carmelite community and in ministry at English Martyrs, Walworth, 
a busy inner-city parish, where he is now parish priest. He is also chaplain  
to the Irish Traveller communities in Southwark Diocese.

A Brother’s Story: Life isn’t Always Easy - I  Still have Questions



The wonder of the Transf iguration gave the 
three disciples the courage to persist knowing 
that one day all would make sense. 

Our daily life brings with it the happy and the 
sad. From sacramental preparation to house 
blessings, from visiting the sick to clearing the 
leaves from the roof, the days are varied and 
no two are alike. From early morning to late at 
night, there are constant calls on our time and 
energies; the conf idence that people have in us 
is humbling. We are with them from womb to 
tomb and every moment in between.

The real blessing of the Carmelite way is that 
we are not alone in all of this. We left behind  
the eremitic way of life and took on a  
responsibility to minister with the people  
amongst whom we live. The Church 
and world in which we live is  f illed with  
people eager to share with us their time,  
energies, presence. People respond with  
endless generosity to the needs that they  
perceive and do so in the most unassuming  
of ways. It is easy to take them for granted  
and fail to see how they too minister to us. 

 

There are times of doubt; times I don’t want 
to hear the phone or the doorbell as I ask 
from where the next call on my time and  
energies will come and how I can answer it.  
 
The encouragement of others gives me 
the courage to go on. Prayer is the only  
answer. It is in prayer that we are given the  
opportunity to talk to God and to listen to God. 
It is in prayer that we can say the wrong things 
and need not fear being judged on it; it is in 
prayer that I can say to God it is good for me to be 
here and hear the response of God aff irming it.  
 
It is in prayer that I hear the  gentle  
rebuke, refusing the offer to build a tent and 
encouraging me to move on aware that one 
day all will make sense. It is in prayer I am  
reminded  it  is indeed good for me to be here.







◆  All Men and Women are Children of God

◆  All are Loved without Measure as a free Gift

◆  Our Lives and Homes and relationships are Holy Places

◆  Where Love and Tenderness are found so is God

◆  All of Life, Even Sin and Hell, Are Drenched in God’s Loving

◆  God is at Work in Every Person - Setting us Free to Love

◆  Touched by God’s hand Our World is Holy

Carmelite Friars - Ordinary Men  
witness to an Extraordinary  
reality 



Questions for Reflection
Do you know that God Loves You?

Could you find God in the Tender care of Others?

What Word of Hope  could you share with a needy Friend?

Jesus is calling us all the time – how long are we going to remain deaf to his voice?   
Saint Joachina de Vedruna de Mas



I was born in Galway in the West of Ireland in 
1920. My family were boat builders making the 
traditional Galway Hookers – great boats for  
f ishing and for bringing down supplies. They 
have great speed and are good in all weathers. 
My eldest brother, Michael, followed my father 
in the boatbuilding, but there wasn’t enough 
business to support all of us.

I suppose that you would say that ours was a 
traditional Catholic home; mother would pray  
the rosary with us children every night  
before bed and didn’t take kindly to it if we 
started messing around. Our faith was just a  
part of life. My mother and father were  
good people with a solid faith but they didn’t 
go over the top. They taught us to always have  
respect for other people. 

Benedict Reney joined the Carmelites having been a carpenter in  
Ireland. As a brother Ben continued to use his skills for the service  
of the community.

A Brother’s Story: Carmel has been my Life



They never had a  holiday  in  their  lives.  After 
secondary  school I left for England and  
worked in a factory near Aylesbury and 
then moved to London to another factory  
where I did shift work on the boilers.  
 
I never lost my religion. One day I went with  
a couple of friends down to Aylesford in Kent  
where the Carmelite brothers were  
beginning to re-build their old home and I heard  
Fr. Malachy preaching. He was the prior, and 
full of enthusiasm about life. I began to ask 
myself about what I was doing with my life and 
the idea came that I could be working for God.  
 
I decided to join the Carmelites. My mother 
was worried when I told her. She thought that  
I would be getting up in the middle of the night 
to pray. This wasn’t the case; anyway we needed 
a good night’s sleep for all the work we had to 
do. These were the days after the war and there 
was nothing to be had. Fr. Malachy was a great 
ideas man and nothing seemed impossible for 
him but he wanted everything doing yesterday! 
I was young then and didn’t mind the work. I 
worked with one of the carpenters – there was 
plenty to do.

 

After Aylesford I worked helping to set up  
other Carmelite houses and now I’m back  
living in London. After I got too old for hard 
work I was able to do some A - Levels. I’ve  
always enjoyed maths and I’ve always painted 
when I had a bit of spare time. 

I built a scale model of a Hooker from  
scratch and now it’s in a museum down by 
the quay in Galway. At the time when I was  
thinking of joining the Carmelites I was very 
confused and I had all sorts of questions. I have 
no regrets. God has been very good to me and 
even with all the ups and downs of life deep 
down I know I’ve done the right thing. The 
brothers here take good care of me and I can 
still do my bit to help. I’m happy I did what I 
did in joining a religious order. God has been 
very good, I’ve no regrets.



Could you be called?
Why would God call me?

I’m not “holy”!
I enjoy life.

I want to serve God but … I’m confused.
Would I lose contact with my family  

and friends?
What would I be committing to?

Jesus says “Come and see”.
Visit some Carmelite communities.
Meet the brothers and those they  

live alongside.
Take time to pray, talk and listen.

See how it feels.
Allow relationships with families, 

friends, communities and God  
to nourish each other.



Questions for Reflection
What has been worth Committing to in Life?

Can you Trust others to Guide Your Journey?

Are you Afraid to show People the ‘Real’ You?

You must love yourself, but because of God  Blessed Angelus Augustine Mazzinghi



I began my novitiate at Aylesford Priory in 
Kent. Looking back over my experiences,  
I reckon the novitiate was an important  
introduction to my Carmelite life. Throughout 
my discernment with our Vocations Director  
I had the opportunity to visit various  
communities in the Province and essentially  
get a taste for the life I was hoping to  
pursue. I would have to say that the whole  
 
 
 

novitiate experience for me was a very 
positive one and I f inished the year with 
some very happy memories. During the  
novitiate I built up a very close relation-
ship with my Novice Director who was  
responsible for my day to-day formation. 
Some of the main features of the year were the  
availability of quality time for prayer in which 
my relationship with God was able to f lourish; 

Prior to entering the Carmelite Order, Ged Walsh worked as  a Senior  
radiographer in a busy Liverpool hospital. Having completed his noviciate  
at Aylesford Priory and made his simple profession of vows Ged is  
studying philosophy at The Milltown Institute in Dublin. Outside term-time  
he is a member of the Carmelite Community at English Martyrs, Walworth.
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it also taught me the value of allowing 
time for prayer and literally placing all my  
concerns and worries into the hands of 
God. Another important element was the 
daily classes which took place on weekday  
mornings; it was pointed out to me that 
the novitiate was not an academic pursuit 
but there was a series of introductions to  
topics ranging from study of the Order’s  
Constitutions and document on formation to 
spending time looking at the vows of poverty, 
chastity and obedience that all Carmelite friars 
profess. I also learned to pray the Off ice, the 
prayer of the Church.

Over the year specialist Carmelite topics were 
also studied, including a look at our models 
Mary and Elijah, the Rule of Saint Albert and 
Carmelite history.

My afternoons comprised of what I fondly 
called ‘manual labour’, and living in a place 
like Aylesford there was always plenty to do. 
I spent a lot of time working in the sacristy 
and this prepared me well for helping out on 
pilgrimage days which f ill the weekends of 
the summer months at Aylesford. The most  
important aspect of the novitiate for me was 
the experience of living life in a religious  
community. I found this a valuable experience  
 
 

as I got the chance to  live with a variety  
of different people who had all been called 
by God to live the Carmelite life. Because of 
the large age range of the brothers, one of  
the main opportunities for the community  
to gather was at meal times which  
supplemented the other social times.  
I was glad of these times because it enabled  
me to get to know the members  
of the community and equally it gave them  
the opportunity to get to know me.  
This was  extremely important because one  
thing I realised straight away was that I wasn’t  
discerning my vocation on my own but 
rather that the community as a whole were  
journeying with me to make sure the right  
decision was made.

As I have already said I found the whole 
novitiate a very rich and rewarding experience  
which I know has given me a solid foundation  
as I begin my life in Carmel. I suppose there  
was the initial fear of whether I was making  
the right decision but my time at Aylesford  
reassured me that I was on the right 
track. The novitiate is a big step to take 
and at f irst I had to do a lot of  
readjusting in my life but I know this  
was important for me to integrate fully  
and grow into the life of the community. 



Time to Grow Deeper

◆  Do You Feel at Home with us, and We with You?  

◆  Is there a Sense of Call to Carmel?

◆  You are already on Your Life’s Journey;  
    could Now be an Opportunity for us to Walk 
    Together for a while as You Share our Home and Lives?

◆  The Journey begins as a Novice - the path ahead is Open Ended

◆  Where is God Leading?



◆  Under the Care of a Wise and Experienced Brother  
    the Novice shares fully in the Life of the Community

◆  the Novice has the Freedom to Pray, Study, Experience - to try the Life
    of the Vows without Permanent Commitment

◆  The Community is made up of Men on Different Stages of the  
    Same Journey

◆  The Novice and Community Listen together to Discern  
    where God leads

◆  Perhaps  the path is away from the Community to a Different Road,
    Perhaps the Call is to Follow the Carmelite way more Deeply
    through a temporary Profession of the Vows



This Carmelite way is an ancient path for today’s pilgrim  John Welch



Questions for Reflection
How do You Feel, Reading the Stories of the Carmelite Brothers?

Do You Have a Definite Goal on Life’s journey, or Are you Happy to Meander?

Are You Willing to Take a Risk?

We must have great desires; then God will give us whatever is best for us   
Saint Joachina de Vedruna de Mas



As a friar I’ve been engaged in all sorts of  
different ministries: youth work, sports 
teacher, parish priest, retreat-giver and prior  
of a community. For me the ministry of  
Vocations Director is a delight. It’s a privilege  
to be alongside people like you who are asking  
big questions in their lives. It enables me to be  
 
 
 
 

in regular contact with other members of the  
Carmelite Province who welcome prospective  
novices into their communities for a  
short while. Each of us through our own  
ministries and social lives interact with  
a large number of people.

Pat O’Keeffe’s background is in education and sport where he maintains 
a strong interest. He loves travel, and spent some of his time as a friar in 
Australia. He has been a member of the Carmelite communities in Aberdeen, 
Cheltenham, and Walworth, South London. As well as teaching he has been 
parish priest and university chaplain. At present he is the vocation director 
of the Province. He loves all types of world cuisine … except cheese!
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So through the members of each of  
our communities, I am able to 
reach out to a very large number of  
seriously committed Catholic Christians.  
 
Perhaps that last phrase needs to be  
enlarged upon. There are many Catholics  
who seriously, one way or another,  
wish to commit themselves to God, but  
perhaps do not know how to go about it.  
Am I called? To what am I called? Is God  
inviting me to follow Christ as a member of  
a religious order, as a priest or brother, as  
a single lay man or as a married person? 
 
The invitation “come follow me” was indeed 
given to everyone by Christ. But just as the  
disciples did not know what was in store for 
them, neither do we. Where is Christ leading 
us? I don’t know. The future is not clear. It is 
however very clear that we are invited to bring 
about the reign of God on earth; to be other 
Christs. But how?
 
The radical call of the Gospel demands 
that by word and action we live f irstly as the 
prophet Elijah did, in a manner brought to  
perfection in Christ, namely, in solidarity with 
the poor and forgotten, defending those who  

endure violence and injustice. As the late  
Archbishop Oscar Romero put it in one of his 
homilies in April 1978: “it is not enough to wear 
 the religious habit or to say that I am a Catholic  
to gain God’s approval … our commitment  
obliges us to go out to meet the poor  
wounded person on the road.” A month earlier 
 he stated that religion is not praying a great 
deal but rather how do I act towards the poor? 
 
If you are convinced that the Gospel – the  
Good News – is not about pious platitudes 
or uncommitted generalisations but rather 
about living – as the early Carmelites did – as  
pilgrims, “people whose conversion took them 
to the periphery of society and the church” 
(John Welch, O.Carm.), then maybe God is 
calling you to be a Carmelite friar. It would  
be good to hear from you. Please feel free  
to make contact with me.



What To Do Next
The fact that you have read through this  
booklet means that your process of  
enquiry has already begun. But no booklet can  
convey the reality, the challenge, and the joy that 
can come from following the Carmelite way.  
If you would like to know more, without  
making any binding commitment, then get 
in touch with the Vocations Director whose  
contact details are found opposite.

After an initial conversation with you  
(often by e-mail or telephone) he will be 
able to discern with you what would be the  
appropriate way forward for exploring  
Carmelite life. It may be, if you wish, that he will  
come to visit you and your family and get to  
know you a little better whilst giving you the  
opportunity to know more about the  
Carmelite way of life. He might recommend  
some further reading, or suggest attending  
the various Carmelite events that take place 
across England, Scotland and Wales. You 
might be invited to attend a vocations retreat 
weekend with other people discerning what it 
is that God is asking of them.
 

Once an enquirer has made this initial  
contact, the Vocations Director may arrange 
for him to visit one or more of the half- 
dozen communities of friars in Britain. 
This gives the candidate the chance to taste  
something of Carmelite ministry and  
community life, and also allows a wider group 
of friars to get to know someone and perhaps 
guide them on their journey of exploration. 
After this process – which takes as long as the  
enquirer needs and the Vocations Director  
thinks appropriate, normally at least several 
months – it may be that the person wants to  
apply for admission to the novitiate. This  
application is done in conjunction with  
the Vocations Director, who guides  
the candidate through the usual procedures.  
If – after suitable preparation and enquiry –  
the candidate is accepted by the Prior  
Provincial, the novitiate begins, in the  
autumn of each year. The novitiate is  
the time of discernment for both the novice  
and the community to see whether there may  
be a calling to the Carmelite way of life.



You can contact the Vocations Director in the following ways:

E-mail  vocation@carmelite.org

For more information about the Carmelite friars you can also consult:
Website of the British Province of Carmelites - www.carmelite.org

John Welch, The Carmelite Way, (Leominster: Gracewing, 1996)
Wilfrid McGreal, At the Fountain of Elijah, (London: DLT, 1999)




